Video Scholarships (you can script and plan out your ideas)
https://www.pelicanwater.com/scholarship.php
$1,500, $1,000 and $500 Pelican Water Sustainability Scholarship, D: Oct 15, 2018
Selected criteria:
“Deadline: October 15th, 2018
Level: Undergraduate or Graduate
Occurs: Bi-annually
Applicants: Must be legal US residents, must be currently enrolled full-time at an accredited
university in the US
Details:
Video Theme: Plastic pollution is poisoning our environment, injuring marine life, and even
affecting our health! Help end plastic pollution by making a pledge to reduce the amount of
plastic you consume. Tell us how you did your part to support a future free of plastic pollution
and what challenges you faced along the way.

How To Enter:
•Upload a 30-60 second video on Instagram using the hashtag #pelicanwatersmart
•Tag @pelicanwatersystems in the caption of the video
Note: All entries must include the above 3 steps to be entered.
Transcripts: High School Graduate (or equivalent): 3.5 or higher cumulative GPA or University:
3.5 or higher cumulative GPA. Unofficial Transcripts are acceptable.”

https://www.liaison.com/scholarship/
$5,000 Liaison’s Data-Inspired Future Scholarship, D: Oct 31, 2018 for spring semester; D:
May 31, 2019 for the fall semester
Selected criteria from webpage:
“Are you fascinated by data and the role it plays in today’s (and tomorrow’s) society? Here at
Liaison, we encourage our employees, customers, and YOU to ponder the many aspects of our
lives and businesses that are impacted by good—or bad—data practices. How can we better
leverage data to change industry? How can we best protect data and people’s privacy? What does
the data-inspired future hold?

As the amount—and potential—of data continues to dramatically increase, the answers to these
questions are sought by leading professionals of every field. So there’s no time like the present to
wrap your mind around the many implications of ever-increasing data volume, variety, and
velocity, and get a head start on your data-inspired career! That’s the purpose of this
scholarship—to encourage and support students as they consider the influential role of data and
apply their talents to drive innovation.

Requirements & Rules


Applicant must be a high school senior or college student



Applicant must submit a video entry (see video guidelines below)



Applicant must submit a resume



The scholarship winner will receive the funds directly from Liaison. However, these
funds must be used to pay for tuition at a qualifying college, university or technical
school for continuing education.



To qualify, the school must be located within the United States of America or Canada.
Exceptions can be made for international programs. However, this information must be
disclosed at the time of the scholarship application.



This scholarship is available to citizens and legal permanent residents of the United
States of America and Canada.



The scholarship is available to both undergraduate and graduate school applicants.

How to Apply
1. Create a 30-60 second video that:


Discusses/explains/demonstrates an important aspect of data in today’s or
tomorrow’s society



Includes one interesting fact about yourself



Upload the video to a public URL such as YouTube or Vimeo



Send an email to scholarship@liaison.com that includes:


The URL of your video



Your resume”

